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Flying Report

Yes, we are now into the second month of 2017, the kids are back at school and life is

getting back to normal.

ERW has been in Wanaka for a 50hr inspection and had the door kits fitted.  I thought

that the dampers might have blocked the entrance and make getting in and out of the

aircraft difficult.  However, they are very compact and present no problem.

You will notice a difference when you close the door.  Just be gentle and don’t try to

slam it shut. The plane has had a rest period over the holiday break.  Our usage was

down to 13hrs during January, which takes our total to 117hrs for the current year. Greg

Foster and myself used it on hire, and the rest of the time it was used for flight training.

Student News

Congratulations to Elliot Morgan on going Solo last week.  Susannah Rennall was

introduced to some cross country flying when she accompanied me on our trip to

Ashburton.

Exams. We all hate doing them but you do have to pass all six of them if you want to

qualify as a pilot.  I will be contacting students who our instructors have recommended

and providing them with an Information Pack for the Flight Radio Exam.  If you don’t

hear from me and would like a Pack, let me know.  There will be a follow up tuition

session as well.

Blossom Festival 2017

We have run a successful Open Day at the Blossom Festival weekend for the last two

years.  We have been approached to consider extending our participation by taking part

in a Wheel and Wings day at the Airport.

If you have ideas or are interested in becoming involved, let Dave Burke know.  We

will be discussing the full implications at our next committee meeting.
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Social Events

One of the objectives this year is to encourage more inter-action between Aero Clubs.

However, before planning any event, we need to gauge the level of support from our

members.  Also the type of activity they would like to take part in.

I had some ideas using the wine harvest as a theme. We also would like to run a Forced

landing competition at some stage.  We are open to any suggestions.

Great Plains Fly-In

The Sport Aircraft Association organised a Fly-In to Ashburton in the first weekend of

February.  The whole weekend was extremely well run and well supported by the

members.

While traditional competitions like Spot landing where offered, greater interest centred

around the display of beautifully presented Light Sports Aircraft (LSA).  Trophies were

awarded for the Best Kit –Built Aircraft, the Best Vans RV Aircraft, the Best

Innovation, the Oldest Homebuilt Aircraft, just to name a few.



 During the lunch break, the crowd was entertained by a flying display of Model

aircraft.  Those who have not seen these small jets before in action could not help but be

impressed.  It was the first time that I have seen three jets flying together within a

confined airspace.

I could not help but compare this event with the Flying NZ Nationals, held at the same

venue last year.  This had an era of excitement and attracted a large crowd, many

travelled some distance for the display.  And there was plenty to see.  The food area

seemed to be a focal point, with plenty of seating to enjoy some local dishes under the

shade.

I had only two minor points that perhaps could have been improved.  Only pilots had

access to the area where the planes were being judged.  We need to involve the public if

we want to make these events popular. The second was confusing instructions issued by

SAA.  Because of the heavy traffic expected, pilots were told to join overhead the field.

However, in the AIP joining overhead is prohibited if there is Skydiving in progress. I

think the Skydivers could have taken the day off or SAA discuss procedures for the day

with the local operator, but I guess they were of public interest.

The day was informative and enjoyable.  The SAA should be congratulated on a well-

organised event.

Happy Flying

Stephen Morton


